DPS STS ONLINE
ADMISSIONS WEEK
Deadline for
application form
collection: August 0114, 2021
Admissions Week
special grants:
- 50% scholarship on
Admission Fee based
on admission
test results.
- Flat 50% waiver on
Admission Fee against
full payment before
August 31, 2021.
- Flat 25% waiver on
Admission Fee against
full payment
of first instalment
before August 31,
2021.
Contact information:
MOB:
+8801708130486/
+8801734432535/
+8801844277461/
+880730074295
EMAIL:
admission@dpsstsdha
ka.org
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LITERATURE CLUB | PROJECT ANNOUNCEMENT
With great pride and enthusiasm, we are announcing
that the First ever project of DPS STS Literature Club is
finally here - Project ‘Mysteries of Imagination’.
Mystery books require problem solving. Keeping this in
mind, we naturally try to provide a solution to it as we
read, and this gives our brain a good work-out. Reading
and writing about mystery increase our creativity, as
they expand our imagination, and helps us rise above
and beyond while challenging our intellects.
In this project we'll bring Fantasy and Mystery under
the same story and let our imaginations run wild, with
the help of some ink and paper.
- DPS STS Literature Club

DPSSTSMUN CLUB NOTICE
The registration deadline for DPSSTSMUN Club has
been extended to 10th August 2021, Tuesday.
Why should you join the club?
The incentives are listed below and so, you are all
encouraged to sign up!

Registration link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1laDxntoFvrkbXQw
FtIMkLhyeY-udq9KioYZc1-sfc6Y/edit#responses

DPS STS SPELLING BEE 2021-2022
DPS STS Spelling Bee Competition was held for
Grades 5 – 9 from 08 – 12 August 2021. The sessions
were conducted on Zoom platform by Ms. Fairooz
Anika Ghauce as the moderator and Mr. Emran
Jamshed Taher as the Pronouncer. The English
Teachers from Grades 5 – 9 chose the 4 best spellers
house wise from each section of their respective
Grades. Invitations, instructions and spelling lists
were sent to the participants. Teachers posted the
notice in their respective Google Classrooms to
remind the students about the competition on the
day of the event. It was a cutthroat competition and
students felt intrigued participating.

DPS STS WHATSAPP BROADCASTING SERVICE
We are glad to share that, in order to establish smooth
communication with the parents, DPS STS School
Dhaka has now implemented the WhatsApp
broadcasting system to be effective from 11 August
2021. Kindly note this is a one-way communication
tool for circulating regular notices/important updates
with parents.
Please save the below-broadcasting numbers for your
record:
WhatsApp Broadcasting Junior: +8801844277327
WhatsApp Broadcasting Senior: +8801844277354
We will continue with the existing communication
through emails and SMS. WhatsApp broadcasting is
added to the existing system to help parents access
important messages promptly.

THE INTL. DAY OF THE WORLD’S INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
With the new theme “Leaving no one behind”,
students of Grades 1 & 2 celebrated the ‘International
Day of the World’s Indigenous Peoples’ on 9th August
as a part of Social Studies lesson. The day has been
celebrated well with the highest enthusiasm and much
excitement of the students and now they know, there
are over 476 million indigenous peoples living in 90
countries across the world, who are the holders of a
vast diversity of unique cultures, traditions, languages
and knowledge systems. Students started raising
awareness of the Indigenous People of the world and
promised to themselves to help them in future.

WEBINAR | TOP UNIVERSITIES ABROAD WITH SCHOLARSHIPS
DPS STS School Dhaka has arranged an informative
webinar session regarding scholarship opportunities in
some of the best universities abroad on 7th August
2021 for Grades 8 - 12 students. A panel of recent
graduates and PhD students from some of the best
universities abroad was invited to share their
experience about the entire application process and
requirements. Students were highly interested to join
the session.
Details of speakers:
* Fahim Masum (BS in Mechanical Engineering from
KAIST, MS in University of Toronto)
* Ramanujam Kamaraj (BS in Mathematics from HKU,
currently pursuing PhD in HKU, Hong Kong)
* Sameeksha Tomar (Bachelor of Business
Administration from ESSEC Singapore)
* Dipanjan Ray (BS in Industrial and Systems
Engineering from KAIST, South Korea)
* Mr. Tirthankar Bandyopadhyay (Ex- BBC journalist
and currently mentoring and motivating students)
It was an insightful session and students learnt many
important facts.

DPS STS DEBATE CLUB
Following the Eid-ul-Adha break, the enthusiastic
debate club members were eager to share their
thoughts on the motion "It is immoral to be a
billionaire" during the last workshop which was held
on 31st July, Saturday in Google Classroom. Some
students had the chance to give a 5-minute speech
regarding the topic while the rest of the students
thrilled themselves viewing a stimulating debate
session. After that, the coach provided constructive
criticism regarding their cases and presented a set of
suggestions and advice to help the novice members
of the club for their future debates. The Core Team
Members of the Club also shared their experiences
in debating and what they are hoping to achieve
from the club with the influx of potential crops of
new debaters. Overall, the productive and prolific
class is just the steppingstone while setting up a new
era of ultra-competitiveness, and inflated
intellectualism amongst the debaters. The next
session will be a student-led class where the Club in
charge and the current student leaders will select a
new batch of future leaders and debaters in order to
train and make them a vital cog in the wheel of DPS
STS Debate and Public Speaking Club.

DPS STS MATH OLYMPIAD
DPS STS Math Olympiad was held for Grade 5. Here are
the winners:
1st Position: Asfia Islam Arshia (5B)
2nd Position: Md. Azwad Akif Khan (5C)
3rd Position: Muhammad Mustafa Zayed
4th Position: Tasfia Zaman (5A)
5th Position: Daanya Abdus Sobhan (5D)

PRE-PRIMARY FRIENDSHIP DAY CELEBRATION
The little learners of Pre-Primary celebrated Friendship
Day virtually. They discussed about friendship and their
best friends. They had a fun filled activity of making
cakes using playdough. They also had a special dance
class to celebrate “Friendship Day”! Students loved the
activities and engaged with their friends and teachers.

CF SCIENCE SHOW AND TELL SESSION
Our Grade CF learners had an interactive Science Show
and Tell Session on the topic ‘Our Bodies’ where they
shared images and toys of different animals to identify
the differences between human and animal body parts.
It was evident that they could understand the concept
of ‘body parts’ and could relate their learning with the
concept ‘Same-Different’. Learners were very
interactive and enthusiastic in this session. Some even
brought their pet animals for this session. Learners also
exhibited collaborative learning attributes by
encouraging and supporting their friends by sharing
compliments in the chat box.

CAMBRIDGE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATE
We are proud to share that our In-charge of Sports
Department Mr. Mahmudul Hasan Shawn and Sports
Teacher Ms. Champa Chakma have been awarded with
the Certificate of Completion for Cambridge Physical
Education (0069). Heartiest congratulations to them!

ADMISSION OPEN FOR ALL GRADES | LIMITED SEATS ARE AVAILABLE
https://www.facebook.com/DPSSTSSchoolDhaka

